ANNOUNCEMENT OF AWARDS AND PRIZES

Atkins–Rogers Textbook Award — for History
   Livia Eva Karoui of Italy

Dr. I. Croom Beatty III and Susan Deverough Beatty Prize—for improvement in General Chemistry
   Jiwei Wu of China

Clayton Lee Burwell Scholarship—for excellence in Asian Studies
   Jaclyn Katherine Alachnowicz of Virginia

Joseph D. Cushman Scholarship—for excellence in History
   Meghan Salisbury Mulhern of Maryland
   John Travis Nadalini of Texas
   Matthew Robert Pina of Florida

Mary Susan Cushman Scholarship—for integrity, academic distinction, extracurricular achievement, and contributions to the life of the University
   Hannah Rose Habit of Georgia

Robert Woodham Daniel Prize—for expository writing
   Patton Hpone Myint Tu of Myanmar

Davis Family Scholarship—for leadership and community service
   Kelsey McKenzie Arbuckle of Tennessee
Robert P. Davis Memorial Scholarship—for the outstanding senior who is interested in medicine or business who exemplifies integrity, leadership, and loyalty
Jacqueline Marie Spangenberg of Louisiana

Arthur B. Dugan Memorial Prize—for the outstanding junior major in Political Science
Sophie Louise Clark of the United Kingdom
Evan Walker Elam of Georgia
Alexandra Lindsay Ewan of Tennessee

Freshman Prize—for the sophomore who completed the freshman year with the highest academic average
Patton Hpone Myint Tu of Myanmar

John M. Gessell Fellowship in Social Ethics
Katy Lynn Davenport of Tennessee

Chemical Rubber Company Handbook Award—in recognition of outstanding scholastic achievement in Chemistry during the freshman year
Brenna Cady Bierman of Washington

Atlee Heber Hoff Memorial Scholarship—for attainment in Economics
Andrew David Naspinski of North Carolina

Atlee Henkel Hoff Memorial Scholarship—for attainment in Economics
Nathaniel Stageman Cobb of Vermont

Louis George Hoff Memorial Scholarship—for attainment in Chemistry
Miranda Katelyn Callahan of Virginia

Robert Hooke Prize—for achievement in Calculus
Donald Charles Rung of Tennessee
William James Harlan Sutton of Florida

Robert Samuel Lancaster Scholarship—for attainment in Political Science
Dayla Lange LaRocque of Texas
Maura Caroline McCrary of Texas

Charles Pollard Marks Memorial Scholarship—for the outstanding junior man exemplifying integrity, leadership, and scholarship
James Henry Bratton of Oklahoma
Isabel Caldwell Marks Memorial Scholarship—for the outstanding junior woman exemplifying integrity, leadership, and scholarship
   Hellen Wanjiru Wainaina of Texas

Marks Merit Scholarship—for the entering freshman exhibiting outstanding academic achievement
   April Renae Bragg of Tennessee

Thomas O’Conner Scholarship—for the highest scholastic attainment for three years by a junior
   Thomas Shaifer Jones of Georgia

Stephen Elliott Puckette II Award—for exceptional academic performance
   Ford Peay of Tennessee
   Patton Hpone Myint Tu of Myanmar
   Hailey Michelle Ung of Tennessee
   Hellen Wanjiru Wainaina of Texas

William G. Seabold Scholar—for the outstanding junior who shows strong intellectual ability, originality of thought, great intellectual curiosity, and the ability to master concepts in his or her field of study
   Hailey Michelle Ung of Tennessee

Robert Bowden Shepard Jr. Photography Award
   Hunter Steven Swenson of Colorado

Sandra P. & Richard B. Wilkens III Merit Scholarship in Physics
   Mohammad Ahsanul Kabir of Bangladesh

Woods Leadership Award
   Kellan Jo Day of Western Michigan
   Emmanuel Pastor Oluloto of Nigeria